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Insects can halve wind-turbine power - CortEnergy

debris off their turbines, they avoid performance dips. But the pattern of dips defied ... had to go home without finding an explanation. During the last days of our ... 
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brief communications



Insects can halve wind-turbine power
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or no apparent reason, the power of wind turbines operating in high winds, may drop, causing production losses of up to 25%1. Here we use a new flow visualisation technique to analyse airflow separation over the blades and find that insects caught on the leading edges in earlier low-wind periods are to blame. These potentially catastrophic power glitches can be prevented simply by cleaning the blades. Unpredictable changes in power levels have been noted on wind farms in California, with power sometimes falling to half the output predicted from the turbine design and generating two or more different power levels at the same wind speed (Fig. 1a). Although this phenomenon (termed 'double' or 'multiple' stalling) has been investigated2-4, the cause has remained unknown. One study5 commissioned by a turbine manufacturer (NEG Micon) used a new invention called a stall flag6 (patent, Energy Centre of the Netherlands) as a flow-separation detector (Fig. 1b) to try and solve the problem. This device works on the principle of a hinged flap that opens up in a separated airflow to uncover an individual reflector (Fig.1c) which allows the flow to be visualised. Operation of a stall flag on a turbine with a rotor diameter of 44 metres is illustrated in Fog. 1d, in which the light tracks are from exposed reflectors and indicate where the blades stall. We found that the stalling behaviour of the blades depends on the degree of contamination of the leading edges. However, the reduction in power should be continuous (as debris on the blades would be expected to accumulate gradually) rather than stepped in distinct levels as shown in Fig. 1a. We considered the possibility that flying insects caught on the turbine blades could explain this effect. Insects prefer to fly in conditions of high air humidity, low wind and temperatures above about 10°C. Under these conditions, they will increasingly foul the leading edges of the blades. In low winds, the incident angle between the flow and the blades is small, which corresponds to low air velocity around the leading edges, so the blade is not susceptible to contamination of the leading edges and the power output is unaffected. Insects rarely fly in high winds, so turbines operating in steady high-wind conditions do not become contaminated and power levels remain constant. In high winds, however, the angle between the flow and the blades increases and the aerodynamic suction peak (the area of minimum pressure and maximum air velocity) shifts to the leading edge. If this happens to be already spattered with dead insects, power output will fall: the greater the contamination at the suction peak, the sooner the blades will stall and the more lift will be lost (Fig. 1e). Thus after each period of low wind, the amount of insect contamination may change, causing a different power level to be produced in high winds. We verified this hypothesis experimentally by using stall flagging to compare airflow over smooth blades with that over blades that have been artificially roughened on their leading edges (by installing a zigzag tape of maximum thickness of 1.15 mm) The two turbines were within 50 metres of each other to ensure equal inflow (Fig.
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Figure 1 Insects cause multiple power levels from wind turbines. a, Example of two power levels at the same wind speed on different dates. b, The stall flag, consisting of a hinged flap and a reflector. c, Stall flags, showing the separated flow area on an aerofoil. d, Recording of stall flag signals from the NEG Micon turbine in California. The light tracks are produced by reflected light from open stall flags. e, Illustration of the insect hypothesis proposed to explain multiple power levels. f, The two turbines used for the validation of the insect hypothesis; these were only 50 m apart to ensure equal air inflow. g, The power curves for the two turbines with 'rough' and 'clean' blades, which are similar to those in a.



1f). A 25 Hz digital video camera recorded the stall flag signals, providing thousands of computer-processed images which indicated that flow separation on the roughened blades was significantly increased at wind speeds of 11-25 m s-1. This effect extended over the entire blade span, which explains the previously observed power losses (Fig. 1a). Moreover, power output from rough- and smooth-bladed turbines was equal at low wind speeds, but higher from the 'clean' blades at high wind speeds (Fig. 1g), neatly reproducing the effect shown in Fig. 1a. We also studied a time series for the power output from four different turbines and fiound that the power at high wind speeds decreased markedly after every period of low wind speed, rising again after the blades were cleaned either manually or by rain, as expected. It is likely that accumulation of ice or dirt on the blades could create distinct power levels in high winds in the same ways as insect contamination.
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SCIENCE NEWS, Vol. 160 No. 5, p.73, August 4, 2001 In California, wind turbine operators have learned from experience that if they regularly wash insect debris off their turbines, they avoid performance dips. But the pattern of dips defied the obvious explanations - that dead insects piling on the blades were slowly sapping turbine power, notes Herman F. Veldkamp of wind-turbine maker NEG Micon of Randers, Denmark. Instead turbine operators found that their machines' bug-encrusted vanes lost power in steps. Though operating fine in low winds. With each return of high winds, the step-down would be worse. Veldkamp and Gustave P. Corten of the Energy Center of the Netherlands in Petten have sleuthed out the reason behind this. The duo report its findings in the July 5 NATURE. ----- P.W.



Corten/Veldkamp, September 2001: 'Our project was initiated by a turbine owner in California who observed that his turbines could have distinct levels in the same wind. The owner had experience with turbines for more than a decade. He knew for example that spattered insects on the blades could reduce power significantly. However, he did not hold insects responsible for the observed distinct power levels. The argument was that insectcontamination was expected to build-up progressively and thus would decrease power gradually, in contradiction to the observed distinct levels. The phenomenon became even more elusive since unsubstantiated reports came in that the power could suddenly jump from one level to another. Nobody could imagine how insect-contamination could suddenly increase or decrease in minutes. The third argument against the insects was that insectcontamination was expected to influence power at low wind too, which was not observed. In the beginning of the project insect-contamination was rejected as hypothesis and we formulated 10 other hypothetical explanations. After weeks of flow visualisation experiments, set up to test these other hypotheses, most of them were rejected too. We almost had to go home without finding an explanation. During the last days of our stay in California we were forced to reconsider all hypotheses including the insect-contamination. We looked into time series of power and could not find any jump, but we saw that the power in high wind was lower after each period of low wind. This was the point where we came with the model that insects only fly in low wind, thus only then increase contamination. When the wind speed subsequently increases, the level of contamination is constant (insects do not fly in high winds) and this advances stall and so brings up a new distinct power level...', see further in NATURE's article.
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64 CAN 
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M23 Power M23 Power 
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EREN CAN BEKTAS_BOOKING 2016 
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64 CAN AWS 
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PAR 64 LED CAN 

Comply with all applicable disposal laws in your country. During ...... The lit LC display and control buttons Mode, Enter, Up and Down allow for ease of use.
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CARTA CAN DOMO 

Buey de verdad, patatas ratte 'a la francesa' 37,-. Paletilla de cochinillo, piel suflada y muchas otras cositas 34,-. C
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